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Animi, the title of the new Berthold Records album from
Israel-born, Paris-based saxophonist Shauli Einav, derives
from a Latin word signifying what we might call soul, life force,
mettle or heart. It’s an apt descriptor for Einav’s profoundly
expressive music, which ranges from heartrending to
exhilarating, and for the deeply empathetic rapport that
defines his quintet.. 
Throughout, Einav’s improvising, writing and bandleading
reveal a fresh voice working in jazz’s edgy, modern
mainstream. His language is fiercely personal, built upon
influences that demonstrate both exceptional taste and a
willingness to look toward the margins of jazz’s well-trodden
history. In his playing you’ll hear underrated heroes like Harold
Land, Lucky Thompson, Charlie Rouse, Booker Ervin and Arnie
Lawrence, the lattermost “an important, pivotal figure” Einav
studied with in Jerusalem.  
His signature approach to composing and arranging is culled
from diverse sources, including the modal explorations of
George Russell; the bracing close voicings that Jason Lindner
employed in his powerful big band; and the polyrhythmic
wizardry of bassist Avishai Cohen. 

ABOUT

Duc des Lombards, Sudtirol Jazzfest, Rochester Jazz Festival,
Swing Hall Tokyo, Bohemia Jazz Festival, Venice Jazz Festival,
Red Sea Jazz Festival, Enjoy Jazz Festival, Smalls, Kitano, The
Knitting Factory, Unterfahrt among many others.  

SIGNIFICANT SHOWS

"Smartly played, swinging and evocative jazz album"  
DownBeat Magazine 
 
"A generous slice of state-of-the-art 21st Century jazz” 
All About Jazz 
 
“Shauli has put together a very interesting recording
[It’s] challenging but accessible, [and] performed by a
wonderful band of young and talented artists.” 
NEA Jazz Master Dave Liebman 
 
“Revelation” Jazz Magazine, France 
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Shauli Einav tenor & soprano saxophones Andy Hunter
trombone Tim Collins vibraphone Yoni Zelnik bass Guilhem
Flouzat drums
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